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Abstract—The application of Network Coding (NC) in Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs), where each node broadcasts its
information to all other nodes, is considered. Traditionally, this
all-to-all broadcast is implemented by letting each node store
and forward received packets. In the NC-based approach, each
node overhears packets transmitted from neighbouring nodes,
combines the received packets, and forwards the resulting packet
to its neighbours. The hope is to need fewer transmissions, which
helps to save energy.

In this paper, we study the NC-based all-to-all broadcast
assuming all inter-user channels are slow fading and reception
energy is comparable to transmission energy. A cross-layer
approach, that realizes the NC at the network layer and uses the
MAC layer’s forwarding and scheduling decisions to determine
whether and how a packet has been network coded, is considered.
Theoretical and simulation results show that the NC-based system
consumes less energy than traditional store and forward (SaF)
approach. However, consideration of non-zero receive energy
reduces the energy gain of NC over SaF significantly; this is
because more packets should be received to effectively utilize the
network coding. Additionally, the performance of network coding
over various field sizes is studied; results show that, for a fading
channel, even smaller field sizes (e.g.F2 or F4) perform well as
compared to the traditional SaF approach.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor network, random network cod-
ing, protocol, energy efficiency, cross layer.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), an all-to-all broad-
cast, where each node in the network broadcasts its packet
to all other nodes, can be required (e.g. to update routing
information, during initialization and calibration phases, or in
applications where tracking and predicting of several objects’
moving patterns is required). All-to-all broadcasts causeheavy
traffic, calling for energy-efficient transmission schemes.

Store-and-forward is one general approach to implement an
all-to-all broadcast (e.g. via flooding or probabilistic forward-
ing); in this approach, nodes forward the same packet they
received from previous transmissions. Inflooding, each node
simply retransmits every newly received packet; however, this
scheme suffers from redundant transmissions. More efficient
flooding schemes establish a broadcast structure based on
some form of topology control, e.g. trees or clusters [1],
[2]. Generally, these approaches allow a reliable and efficient
broadcast by artificially reducing the complexity of the topol-
ogy and assigning each node a clear role, e.g. a node in the tree

is responsible to forward packets to/from all its children nodes.
However, construction and maintenance of such a structure
incurs significant overhead and is thus useful only if the
broadcast service is needed repeatedly and node mobility is
low. In a highly dynamic environment, a randomized approach
such asprobabilistic forwardingis often used [3], [4]. In this
approach, nodes retransmit newly received packets only with
a certain probability; however, the retransmitted packetsare
beneficial only for a fraction of nodes in the neighborhood.

Recently, Network Coding (NC) has emerged as an efficient
alternative to the simple store-and-forward all-to-all broadcast.
The core idea of NC is that each node in the network combines
previously received packets and forwards the combination to
neighboring nodes, instead of storing and forwarding individ-
ual packet. This leads to fewer transmissions and thus helps
to save transmission and reception energy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
describes our contributions and puts them into context of
related work. In Section III, a brief introduction to Random
Linear Network Coding (RLNC) is given, followed by a
description of various NC-based protocols in Section IV.
Section V gives the system model and derives theoretical
bounds. Results are presented in Section VI and conclusions
are drawn in Section VII.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS AND RELATED WORK

Reference [5] presents, using analysis and simulation, that
in a one-to-all broadcast the number of transmissions can
be reduced using NC over a probabilistic channel. All-to-
all broadcast protocols, based on the concept of RLNC and
probabilistic forwarding, are presented in [6]. Via theoretical
analysis and simulations, it is shown that NC requires fewer
transmissions compared to probabilistic forwarding for coding
over sufficiently large field sizes. In a related paper [7],
various RLNC-based protocols have been implemented using
the standard IEEE 802.11 Medium Access Control Layer
(MAC) and their performance is analyzed; the results show
that the considered MAC has only marginal influence on the
performance. A proactive approach, where each node period-
ically sends out new random packet combinations instead of
only transmitting upon reception of an innovative packet, is



proposed by Fasolo et al. [8]. In [9], the maximum broadcast
rate of this proactive approach is analyzed.

The above mentioned related work is based on the following
critical assumptions: first, reliable inter-user channelsexist
such that nodes can always perform the NC. Second, the
energy spent for receiving packets is insignificant compared to
the transmission energy. The reliable channel assumption may
not hold if mobility of nodes or the environment is considered
where inter-user channels will be fading. Also, in WSN the
reception energy is comparable to transmission energy. In this
work, we propose NC-based, centralized and distributed all-
to-all broadcast schemes taking mobility and reception energy
into account. Lower bounds are shown via theoretical analysis
and simulations results are also presented. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:

• A cross-layer approach, that integrates RLNC-based all-
to-all broadcasts with the MAC protocol and suitable for
slow fading inter-user channels, is studied.

• For ideal sleep scheduling, the energy efficiency of RLNC
is analyzed, taking both transmission and reception en-
ergy into account.

• The RLNC-based protocols are studied for various field
sizes. Considering transmissions from two-hop neighbors,
the performance of small field sizes is shown to improve.

The results show that RLNC can achieve performance im-
provements over the traditional forwarding approach even for
smaller fields sizes (e.g.F2 andF4); the cross-layer optimiza-
tion helps to leverage the gains of RLNC more efficiently.

III. R ANDOM L INEAR NETWORK CODING

This section recaps some of the salient points in RLNC.
In RLNC, each node linearly combines previously received
packets and transmits the resulting packet; randomly generated
coefficients are used in the combining. To explain the operation
further, suppose in a network ofn nodes, packetxi originates
at nodei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In a symbol-level NC,s consecutive
bits of xi are treated as a symbol over the Galois fieldFq with
q = 2s; hence a packet of lengthl bits consists ofl

s
symbols.

Assume a node receivesm packets(gk, yk), where1 ≤ k ≤
m. gk = (gk,1, . . . , gk,n) is the global encoding vectorand
yk is the network-coded payload. The relation to the source
packetsxi is given byyk =

∑n

i=1
gk,ixi, i.e. gk describes the

linear combination of source packets that producedyk. A new
packet(g, y) can be obtained by choosing alocal encoding
vector l = (l1, . . . , lm) and computing(g, y) =

∑m

i=1
li ·

(gi, yi). In RLNC, l is chosen randomly. If nodej does not
have any packets received yet, e.g. at initial stage, then the
packet(ej , xj) is transmitted, whereej is thej-th unit vector.

With the global encoding vectorsincluded in the network-
coded packet, the source packetsxi can be decoded by
solving the system of linear equations{yk =

∑n

i=1
gk,ixi}k

for received packets(gk, yk), 1 ≤ k ≤ m. In casem ≥ n

andn of the vectorsgi are linearly independent, the decoding
matrix formed by these vectorsG has rankn and the source
packetsxi can be recovered.

To guarantee all the received packets to beinnovative
(which is what packets with linearly independent vectorsgi are
called) with high probability in RLNC, a sufficiently large field
Fq has to be chosen [10]. A downside of a large field size is the
considerable overhead in processing, memory consumption,
and transmitted meta data. Operation over smaller field sizes
(e.g. F2) thus seems appealing in a WSN, but the tradeoff
between smaller probability of innovativeness and easier pro-
cessing is not clear.

IV. A LL -TO-ALL BROADCAST PROTOCOLS

The protocols considered in this work can be categorized
as follow:

• Coordination:

– Centralized: A global coordinator is required to
coordinate transmissions, i.e. the coordinator informs
each node when to transmit, receive, re-transmit
(if a neighboring node fails to receive this nodes’s
transmission), or go to sleep mode. These protocols
only serve as comparison cases.

– Distributed: Each node makes local decisions
wether to transmit, receive, or go to sleep.

• Choice of coding coefficients:

– Deterministic: The coding coefficients are pre-
calculated based on a coding scheme with a min-
imal number of transmissions for a given network
graph. Because we consider this coding scheme on a
wireless topology, erroneous transmission have to be
taken into account. If a packet transmitted by a node
is not correctly received at the intended receivers,
the sender re-transmits the same packet until correct
reception.

– Random: In contrast to the deterministic approach,
nodes randomly chose the coefficients to be used in
the linear combinations.

• Quality of service:

– Reliable: A protocol is considered reliable if it
assures that the full all-to-all broadcast is carried out.
Typically, retransmissions will be necessary.

– Unreliable: If a broadcast is not guaranteed to reach
all nodes, the protocol is unreliable. As an example,
probabilistic forwarding is unreliable as packets are
only retransmitted with a certain probability; thus,
broadcast might die out.

We see that by combing the three degrees of freedom given
above, i.e. coordination, coding coefficients, and qualityof
service, one can design various protocols, trading-off between
complexity of a protocol and its performance. In this work,
the following three combinations are considered.

• Centralized, deterministic, and reliable, hereafter called
Deterministic NC.

• Centralized, random, and reliable, calledRandom NC.
• Distributed, random, and unreliable, calledProbabilistic

NC.



As a baseline for comparison, we also considered store-and-
forwarding-based protocols with centralized and distributed
coordinations.

The Deterministic and Random NC protocols are considered
reliable, which is achieved via the central coordinator anda
round-based transmission, i.e. we continue the transmissions
until the all-to-all broadcast is completed. As the network
coding used in the two protocols is different, i.e. deterministic
and random, this helps to study the effect of the various
codings, especially the performance of RLNC over different
field sizes.

For the Probabilistic NC protocol, we use ideas from
probabilistic forwarding, where a node transmits a randomly
coded packet with probabilityf . This probability f , also
called the forwarding factor, is chosen depending on network
topology and required level of reliability of the broadcast. A
smaller value off means fewer transmissions which reduces
collisions and saves energy; however, this may not assure a
full broadcast.

As the distributed protocol is easy to implement in a WSN
but suffers from its unreliability, we would like to study the
improvement in reliability of the all-to-all broadcast when
the MAC design is considered. For this, two MAC-related
variations are considered.

• Acknowledgment (ACK)-based retransmission:Here,
a standard ACK-based re-transmissions is used to assure
correct reception of a transmitted packet by at least one
node. For this, a random neighbor is selected to send an
ACK upon successful reception, and this information is
included in the packet from the sender. If a transmission
fails, the same packet is thus retransmitted.

• MAC Packet-Pull: Suppose the network-coded packet
is received by some of the neighboring nodes. If the
same packet is re-transmitted, then those neighboring
nodes that correctly received the packet will not benefit
from the re-transmission. We propose to use a newly
generated, random (and hopefully innovative) packet for
the retransmission.

The two variations clearly show the need for a joint consid-
eration of NC and MAC, i.e. if the MAC is not aware of
the RLNC approach, the innovativeness of the retransmissions
decreases and thus the potential of RLNC will not be fully
leveraged.

V. THEORETICAL BOUNDS

In this section, we describe the system, channel, and en-
ergy consumption models; the lower bounds on the energy
consumption for traditional forwarding and NC are derived
next.

A. System Model

The circular network depicted in Fig. 1 is considered in this
work. Nodes are placed at equidistant points on the periphery
of a circle. Unlike previous work that considers the same
topology with a Boolean connectivity model [6], [7], we use
a channel model that includes pathloss, fading, and noise.

Fig. 1: The circular topology consisting ofn = 8.

We model the energy consumption in a wireless sensor node
as consisting of the energy for transmission and reception,
where reception also includes idle listening. As this is common
for a large class of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), we
assume that power drawn in transmission and reception mode
is essentially equivalent, i.e.Ptx = Prx = Pelec. The overall
energy consumption per node for the all-to-all broadcast
transmission is then defined as

E = Pelec · (Ttx + Trx), (1)

whereTtx is the overall time spent in transmit mode andTrx

is the time spent in reception mode, respectively.

B. Transmission Bounds

To derive lower bounds on the energy consumption for the
centralized protocols presented in Section IV, bounds on the
number of transmissions per node are required. In [6], this has
already been done for a node communicating only with their
two one-hopneighbors (nodes directly adjacent on the circle).
It was shown that an optimal forwarding scheme in terms of
number of transmissions requiresn − 2 transmissions and an
optimal NC scheme requiresn

2
transmissions to complete the

broadcast in error-free channels.
As we are considering a wireless topology, we do not have

this restriction on the connectivity. This means that nodescan
receive packets from nodes that are further away, even though
a larger distance reduces the probability of correct reception.
Thus, we are interested in the performance of an optimal NC
scheme if packets even from more distant neighbors are used,
e.g. from two-hop neighbors. Even though we are not going
to construct the NC scheme explicitly, the following theorem
states that there must exists such a scheme.

Theorem 5.1:There exists an NC-based transmission
scheme for a two-hop circular network withn nodes, such
that an all-to-all broadcast can be performed inn

4
rounds.

Proof: To proof the existence of a NC-based scheme that
operates inn

4
rounds, we need to show that each transmission

increases the rank of the decoding matrix for the four receiving
neighbors. This leads to the fact that aftern

4
rounds each node

has a decoding matrixG of full rank.
The exact proof is similar to the one given in [6, Theorem

4] for the square grid topology. In fact, the proofs only differ
in one lemma. Lemma 5.2 is a reformulation of that statement



Fig. 2: Argument of the proof of Lemma 5.2. Nodes ofA are
drawn in black and nodes ofC are drawn white. The four
distinct neighbors ofA are connected via solid lines toA.

for the two-hop circular topology; with the correctness of it,
this theorem is proven.

Lemma 5.2:Let G(V,E) be a circular network of|V | = n

nodes where each node is connected to its one- and two-hop
neighbors. Then, for every setA ⊂ V with |A| ≤ n− 4 there
exists at least|B| ≥ 4 distinct neighborsB ⊂ V \ A.

Proof: Let C be the setV \A. By assumption,|C| ≥ 4.
Suppose there existsb ∈ B which is not a neighbor ofA.
Then there must be at least four other nodes inB, because
these are the neighbors ofb. For the case of|C| = 4, this
cannot be true. In case|C| > 4, one has to go along the
main cycle from nodeb to the left and to the right until nodes
aleft, aright ∈ A are reached. Let the path for the right-hand
walk be(b, b1, . . . , bi, aleft). Because|C| > 4, it must hold that
i ≥ 2. So, A has two distinct neighborsbi−1 and bi on this
path. For the left-hand walk path, the same argumentat holds
and thus there are overall at least four distinct neighbors for
A. Figure 2 illustrates the argument of the proof.

As the number of rounds is equivalent to the number of
transmissions per node, the number of transmissions can be
reduced fromn

2
to n

4
by listening to the transmission of the

two-hop neighbors.
For a fair comparison, it must be noted that there also exists

a more efficient forwarding scheme for this two-hop topology.
This scheme can be easily described as follows. Basically,
each node transmits its packet to its four neighbors in the first
round (four innovative receptions for one transmission) and in
subsequent phases only the right two-hop neighbor forwards
the newly received packet (two innovative receptions for one
transmission) to his right one- and two-hop neighbor. This
leads to overall1 + n−5

2
phases and thus1 + n−5

2
= n−3

2

transmissions.

TABLE I: Lower bound on the number of transmission per
node for forwarding and NC on the circular topology.

one-hop listening two-hop listening

Forwarding n − 2
n−3

2

NC n

2

n

4

The bounds on the transmissions per node for the one- and

Fig. 3: Lower bounds on the energy consumption of a node
per broadcast for forwarding and NC over different topology
sizes.

two-hop topologies are given in Table I. The reception phases
per node are not shown in the table as they are the same for
all schemes, i.e. a node is required to receive at leastn − 1
information units, no matter if forwarding or NC is considered.

C. Energy Consumption Bounds

With the bounds on the number of transmission and recep-
tions per node, a lower bound on the energy consumption
per node can be easily derived. We assume, like for the
centralized protocols of Section IV, that nodes are only awake
while transmitting or while receiving a packetof interest.
Equation (1) requires us to calculate the time spent in transmit
and receive mode, i.e.Ttx andTrx, respectively. As these values
depend on the bitrateR with which packets are transmitted
and on the packet sizep(n) for n nodes, we obtain the energy
consumption as

E = Pelec ·
p(n)

R
(#transmissions+ #receptions).

The packet lengthp(n) consists of the payload lengthl plus
additional meta information to identify the packet. For the
store-and-forward protocol, we can store this meta-information
in ⌈log

2
(n)⌉ bits, i.e. the identifier of the packet source; for NC

this meta information consists of theglobal encoding vector,
which requires an overhead of⌈log

2
(q)⌉ · n bits, with q the

field-size.
Figure 3 shows the energy consumption per node for the

different optimal schemes and increasing topology size. Itis
assumed that NC is performed overF2 and all other parameters
are chosen in accordance with the simulation parameters
that are listed in Table II. The results show that, for ideal
channels, it is beneficial to listen to the transmissions of two-
hop neighbors in terms of energy consumption. Both two-
hop schemes perform better than the one-hop schemes for
sufficiently large topology sizes. For the one-hop scheme and
n = 20 nodes, the energy saving by using NC instead of



(a) One-hop listening (b) Two-hop listening

Fig. 4: Average number of transmissions per node to completethe all-to-all broadcast for the store-and-forward, Deterministic
NC, and Random NC protocols.

SaF is approximately 5 mJ; however in the two-hop case this
saving reduces to 2.5 mJ. This obviously stems from the fact
that only the number of transmissions can be reduced with
an extended listening and the number of receptions stays the
same in an optimal scenario, i.e. stilln−1 packets have to be
received. It has to be noted though that the bounds for two-hop
listening are hardly practical as this would require for one- and
two-hop neighbors to have practically error-free connections.
In the simulation results we will see that this bound is not
approached.

TABLE II: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value

Topology sizen 20

Packet payload lengthl 512 bits

Physical Layer (PHY) bitrateR 20 kbps

Power consumptionPelec 25 mW

Thermal noise powerN0 −120 dBm

Pathloss coefficientα 3.5

RMS delay spreadσ 10
−6 s

Carrier frequencyfc 900 MHz

Doppler shiftfd 15 Hz

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of the various broadcast protocols is performed
using the OMNet++ discrete event simulator [11] in combina-
tion with Chsim, a fading channel simulator [12]. The simula-
tion parameters are listed in Table II. The payload (in bits)of
transmitted packets and the PHY bitrate are chosen to be small;
this is common for large classes of sensor networks and their
applications. A static topology is assumed; however, to account
for environmental movement, which contributes to the fading
nature of the channel, a doppler shift of15 Hz is assumed
and used to simulate the channel’s fading characteristics.To

improve readability, confidence intervals are not shown in the
presented figures, yet they are always within 5 % of the plotted
average value at a confidence level of 95 %.

A. Deterministic and Random NC Protocols

In this section, simulation results for the centralized pro-
tocols described in Section IV are presented. The metrics
of interest are average number of transmissions per node
and energy consumption, also per node, until the all-to-all
broadcast is completed.

Figures 4a and 4b show the average number of transmissions
per node to complete the broadcast for store-and-forward,
Deterministic NC, and Random NC protocols over different
field sizesFq. The two figures show the range of Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) values in which the theoretical lower bound
is achieved.

Figure 4a shows the results for one-hop listening, i.e. nodes
only listen to the transmissions of directly neighboring nodes.
We see, for all schemes, that a higher number of transmissions
is required in the lower SNR region as transmissions are more
likely to fail; at high SNR values, all schemes approach their
theoretical limits, i.e.n − 2 = 18 for store-and-forward and
n
2

= 10 for the NC-based schemes, respectively. Over the
entire SNR range, Deterministic NC and Random NC withF2

perform best and worst, respectively. Random NC with field
sizesF4 andF256 perform better than store-and-forward, and
this is noticeable when the SNR is relatively high, i.e. greater
than 15 dB. With Random NC, the performance improves
when a large field size, e.g.F256, is used; at this field size
the performance approaches Deterministic NC for high SNR
values. A small field size likeF2 performs worst.

Now let us focus on Random NC only. Figure 4b compares
Random NC for one- and two-hop neighborhood listening and
over three field sizes. When increasing the neighborhoods to
which a node listens, fewer transmissions to finish the all-to-all



(a) One-hop listening (b) Two-hop listening

Fig. 5: Energy consumption per node to complete the all-to-all broadcast for the store-and-forwarding, DeterministicNC, and
Random NC.

broadcast are required. This improvement is so significant at
a smaller field size likeF2. Furthermore, we see that Random
NC with two-hop listening converges to the lower bound of
n
4

= 5 transmissions for larger field sizes.
Next, let us consider the average, overall energy consump-

tion per node to complete the all-to-all broadcast. Figure 5a
shows the energy consumption results for one-hop listening.
Here we notice a difference when reception energy is consid-
ered. Store-and-forward performs comparable to Deterministic
NC and even better than Random NC atF256, which is
contrary to the conjecture that the former is always inferior
to the later two. If we compare the energy consumption
with Fig. 3 for n = 20 nodes, we see that the theoretical
bound of 24 mJ for store-and-forward is achieved at high
SNR values, but 18 mJ for NC is not approached completely.
This is best explained by the fact that for a store-and-forward
transmission only one node is listening, whereas for NC two
nodes have to receive the same transmitted packet, making
the first trial more probable to fail and a second reception
phase for this node more likely. The worse performance of
Random NC and, more specifically, the almost equivalent
performance for fieldsF4 and F256 can be explained as
follows. For a small field size, the generally poor performance
of RLNC contributes to the high energy consumption; for
large field sizes, the meta data transmitted in each packet
produces an overhead that is not amortized by the improved
performance in number of transmissions. For a fieldF256 the
global encoding vector, which has to be transmitted with the
payload, has a size of20 · log

2
(256) = 160 bits, compared

to only 20 · log
2
(2) = 20 bits for F2. We thus see that at

least in terms of energy efficiency, the performance of RLNC
does not necessarily improve with an increasing field size.
This is especially true for applications where the payload of
a transmitted packet is relatively small (a common case in
WSNs).

In Figure 5b, we see the energy consumption of Random
NC for one- and two-hop listening. In contrast to considering
the transmissions only, the gain from an increased neighbor-
hood is considerably reduced due to more receptions. As a
consequence, it can be difficult to amortize the costs of the
higher reception energy per transmitting node depending on
the channel quality. This can be seen best from the two SNR
regimes that are given for all field sizes. E.g. for Random NC
over F2 it is not beneficial to consider two-hop listening until
an SNR of more than 21 dB is available for neighboring nodes.
For larger field sizes and realistic SNR regimes, the gain from
using two-hop listening can even be neglected.

B. Probabilistic NC Protocol

In this section, we present results of the Probabilistic NC
protocol. The traditional probabilistic forwarding, i.e.without
NC, is considered as a baseline for comparison. Since in these
protocols, the broadcast might die out, our performance metric
here is the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). It is defined as

PDR=
# successfully decoded source packets

# source packets
.

Unlike the centralized-coordinator-based protocols where op-
timal sleep-scheduling can be performed, here we assume that
nodes are awake all the time, which is also a common as-
sumption for the traditional probabilistic forwarding protocol.
Moreover, for all presented results, a mean receive SNR of
20 dB between neighboring nodes is assumed (this translates
into assumptions about power control or distance).

Figure 6a shows the PDR results for different field sizes.
Regarding the MAC-variations,packet-pulland ACK are used
for the protocols with NC and probabilistic forwarding, re-
spectively. The results show that the traditional probabilistic
forwarding performs worse than Probabilistic NC, and this is
true over the entire forwarding factor range. Within proba-
bilistic NC, a larger field size ofF256 outperforms the field



(a) Different Field size (b) Protocol extension

Fig. 6: PDR of Probabilistic NC in comparison to Probabilistic Flooding for a mean SNR of 20 dB between neighboring nodes.

sizesF2 andF4. Whereas the traditional forwarding does not
achieve a PDR of one at a forwarding factor less than one,
the network-coding-based protocols achieve PDR of almost
one for forwarding factors greater than 0.7. Note that a lower
forwarding factor means fewer transmissions and receptions
and hence lower energy consumption.

Shown in Fig. 6b are the PDR results for probabilistic
forwarding (without and with ACK) and Probabilistic NC
for a field F2 (without ACK, with ACK, and with packet-
pull). The performance for a given forwarding factor, in
both probabilistic forwarding and probabilistic NC protocols,
improves when re-transmission is introduced (as expected).
The packet-pullvariation performs best. However, it has to
be noted that the improvement in both variations comes with
an increase in control overhead, namely transmitting ACK
packets and performing retransmissions.

VII. C ONCLUSION

Throughout this paper, we studied the network-coding-based
all-to-all broadcast, taking the total transmissions and overall
energy efficiency as well as PDR as performance metrics.
Traditional approaches are used as baseline for comparison,
and energy consumption when a node transmits and receives a
packet is considered. Theoretical and simulation results,using
a circular topology and slow fading channels, were presented.
The results show that Deterministic NC consumes less energy
as compared to store-and-forward and Random NC. However,
store-and-forward is better than Random NC. The performance
of NC over various field sizes is studied; results show that even
smaller field sizes (e.g.F2 or F4) perform well when two-hop
listening is considered. The performance ofF4 is comparable
to F256; this is of particular interest in WSN, where a large
field size requires NC operations that are processing and
memory intensive, which increase the energy consumption
of the wireless nodes. Additionally, the protocol variations
at the MAC, namely retransmissions andpacket-pull, allow

interesting performance gains at an increased overhead in
transmitted control packets.
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